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The multiple benefits of exports and style sheets
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Some background information: the practical
value & use of well-kept and maintained data
in Klopotek
Carl Hanser Verlag, "one of the few mediumsized publishing companies in the Germanspeaking area still owned by the founding family"
(source: www.wikipedia.org), is one of our first
customers: This publisher has been using Klopotek for more than 25 years. An optimization project was completed in 2020 which included upgrading to version 11 of the Klopotek Classic Line
solution, so all processes can now be handled
using the Klopotek software. In so doing, the
project team also took the opportunity to address optimization issues such as "What can we
get out of Klopotek, exactly?" and "Do we use
the system the best possible way and how can
our users generate added value?"
Since then, the practical value and relevance
of well-maintained data has become and is
still becoming apparent at a growing number
of departments, especially when creating indi-

vidual flyers, internal documents, and lists at the
touch of a button.
Another element that is being addressed is
title metadata in XML: using InDesign, it can be
transformed to become a publisher's preview
or HTML pages.
One process (search & export functionality)
offers many possibilities
In a step-by-step way, continuously introducing
the process to new departments, the Klopotek
Project Team at Hanser has been and is explaining how exports, flyers, and/or PDFs can
be generated as part of the same procedure:
doing two clicks in/from the search results list.
The practical approach to getting this done is
the same at every department: do a title search
and start an export from the search results. Depending on the requirements of the respective
department, there are appropriate export formats available.
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The Marketing Department is a good example
for this: The legacy process was to create a
format displaying essential texts, key data for
the media, prices, information on authors, and
other details in a special way suitable for the
people in Marketing. This manual (and quite
time-consuming) process has now been replaced by an action that you complete at the
touch of a button – with the same result/output.
And this is how things changed at the Production Department: For placing orders or meetings to discuss this, the old procedure was to
create lists with specific, up-to-date information.
This is now done by the system (Production List
for Trade) within minutes.
The Advertising Materials Department can
now also get 'ad hoc' product sheets with essential information on competitor titles, reviews,
texts for the media, and catalog texts – an important element for planning the marketing/advertising activities. For planning previews, more
information is available, such as on the social

media activities of authors, price information,
author/contributor bios, and some key words
on the rights situation, to ensure compliance.
This helps to determine which types of preview products should be created and how they
should be assembled for distribution.

The monthly and half-yearly New Publications
Announcement is now no longer created via
technical interfaces but by doing an exchange
of lists, because this exchange also implies/
includes an 'official' approval and final invoice
information.

For Program Planning, there is now a variety
for formats available, for reviewing single titles,
edition planning (also for groups of titles that
are part of the program), and for creating blurbs.

All the lists mentioned here can be created by
all users the same way, with the result that the
respective department will get the information
that is specifically needed. Also, the users at
each department can only use the output formats that are suitable for their work, so Hanser
can ensure that only appropriate formats are
being worked with.

The automation processes described above do
not only affect generating information for planning activities, but also the Sales department:

Listen to the details (in German)
Julia Reckel, Project Leader at
Carl Hanser Verlag, is responsible for how Klopotek is used.
In a discussion with Barbara
Brüls, Head of Domain for
TEP (Title Management, Editorial, and Production) at Klopotek, she explains
how – by upgrading to Version 11 – the Klopotek
Software has become an essential part of (re-)
defining processes. Petra Steinfeld, Director at
Klopotek, shares key facts about the upgrade
project at the beginning and provides a conclusion at the end of the talk.
>> LISTEN TO IT HERE <<

Willkommen im Metadata Export Manager & Content Delivery

Metadata Export Manager &
Content Delivery
Here is the next generation of ONIX messaging: this is how handling feeds & distributing
assets can be made easy and transparent.
Many optimization issues and questions addressed in this interview on our Classic Line
are not relevant for our innovative STREAM
technology.

Klopotek STREAM provides an intuitive user
experience on any type of browser-based device. The web apps running on the STREAM
platform are designed to cover specific, essential processes. All seamlessly integrated, these
smart workflow engines guide users through
completing their tasks and help them to always
focus on what's relevant at the very moment.

of exports to all types of recipients and assists
with organizing feeds efficiently. It includes the
newest features of the XML feed process such
as delta determination and an ONIX shadow
database.

The app Metadata Export Manager & Content
Delivery provides support for handling all types

Read more on our website

info@klopotek.com											
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